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carbon is the first need for speed game in which the races, with few exceptions, are set in the daylight. and despite the fact that the game is playable at night as well, at least for some of the races, its always day. this is significant because it makes the game play smoother and more immersive. the first game in the series to incorporate
some night races, most wanted was a huge success, and carbon continues in that direction. carbon is the first need for speed game to feature an online mode. in fact, the only online mode the series has had is in black boxs most wanted. and unlike that game, carbon allows you to compare yourself with others online. the other big addition to
the online mode is that you can play with as many as you want at the same time. the ai in the game is also very good. it knows how to make passes, and when to pass you, and how to react to your evasive driving. all of these things help make the multiplayer experience a ton of fun. the other big addition to carbon is the new cop cars. each
cop car has a signature look, and most of them feel really good. the cop cars also have the ability to chase you. in addition, the cop cars have specific jobs. for instance, the cop cars can chase you for a certain amount of time, or they can only follow you for a certain distance. and unlike the police cars of hot pursuit 2, the cop cars in carbon
have the ability to cause an accident. which means you can really mess up the cops life if they decide to follow you. theres also a new kind of cop car in carbon called a helicopter. however, even though the game is fun for a while the play mechanics and driving physics don't really seem to get any better. when you start winning races the

game pretty much stops playing anything close to a sim. the best part of the game, the speed and danger, get much less exciting as you win races. the only fun you will have is when you are behind a cop on the other side of the road, and you can win the races just by passing the cop. if you are racing against a cop he will usually blow past
you so you can't win, unless you happen to beat his speed, which is very rare.
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tuners might hate the idea of a comprehensive car tuner, but after a few hours of getting lost in the need for speed carbon cars customization suite, youll have to admit that it really is a lot of fun. it puts your favorite vehicle in your hands, making it easy to add new wheels, paint, livery, and more. best of all, ea isnt limiting the number of
mods you can attach to your vehicle, making the possibility of a complete overhaul of your ride a bit more realistic. looking at need for speed: carbon from a few years ago, it was easy to see why criterion games went the way they did. the studio was struggling to find its footing as a franchise, and the last two entries had been hit or miss.
they put their best foot forward with need for speed: most wanted, and in doing so showed the industry that there was still plenty of life left in the series. most wanted was clearly the best game in the series since the mid-90s, and the game would become a benchmark for the other games criterion would produce in the future. theres no
doubt that most wanted is the best need for speed game, and while most are more than happy to point to its successors on the playstation 3 and playstation 4, we know there was something special about the original. theres nothing like jumping into a world tour and racing down an empty main street, of finding a shady warehouse and

finding an f1 race car to show off your new wheels, or of seeing a ford mustang gt or a porsche 911 gt3 for the first time in your life. after years of decline, the need for speed franchise got a shot in the arm with the release of the original most wanted. most wanted was immediately hailed as one of the best racing games ever made, with its
open-ended gameplay and tight controls. if you enjoyed the original most wanted, youll love carbon. 5ec8ef588b
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